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Production Logging (PL)

PL , production logging, is to measure the downhole fluids and any factors that may impact the well production. PL typically involves 

multiple sensors and requires multiple measuring and interpretation technologies. 

Based on the PL records, the operator may evaluate the fluid flowing in the wellbore, determine the quantity of flow and identify the 

nature of fluid; the completion engineer may evaluate the production and perforation efficiency, and plans for workover plans and 

optimize the future completion schemes; the reservoir and production engineers may help manage and optimize the performance of 

the well and the reservoir.  The PL applications include:  

Production Inspection & Profiling

“Thief Zone”Identifying

Reservoir Characteristics Determination

Reservoir Borders Definition

Completion Efficiency Evaluation

Mechanical Problem Inspection

Workover Guide

Process Technology Evaluation



Noise Logging

Noise logging, as the name itself suggests, is to measure and determine the noise (source) which impacts production of a well. The noise 

may come from leaking, channeling, backflow etc. The application includes: 

Flow Profiling Evaluation

Channeling Behind Casing

Gas-Liquid Profiling

Casing Leaks



PL plus Noise Application

PL plus Noise application may acquire the following data in one run: 

PLT+噪声Depth

Pressure

Temp

Water 
Hold-up

Density

Flow

Leaking



PLT plus Noise Logging Toolstring

Well recommend the following 

way of rig-up: 

1. WTC

2. Gr

3. Centralizer

4. QPC

5. Noise

6. Density

7. Centralizer

8. HTF

9. Flow meter

In theory, the PL tools are designed with identical connecting 

interfaces so that the individual sensors/tools may be 

connected in any way, ie. in any order. But in actual use, certain 

general principles should be followed, on account of different 

logging purpose and different natures of sensors. 

For instance, the noise tool should be as far as 

possible from the centralizer, as the 

centralizer’s roller produces unwanted noise 

which may interfere with the interesting noises. 

And HTF should be at the bottom just above 

the flow meter mechanical section. 



Telemetry (WTC)

In real-time logging, the telemetry (WTC) serves as a bridge between the surface and the downhole tools. 

The WTC functions to: 

 Convert the HV on the cable to the low rails required by the downhole tools; 

 Address the downhole tools (alternatively may be designated by the operator), and packet the data 

sampled by the tools to be transmitted to the surface. 



Telemetry (WTC)

Technical Specs Values

Cable Mono-conductor

Input Voltage 120V-300V

Working Voltage 200V

Working Current 20mA±10% (free of load)

Cable Bus Up Rate 50,  100,  200Kbits

Cable Bus Up Code AMI

Cable Bus Up Amp ±14V

Cable Bus Down Rate 300bits

Cable Bus Down Code AMI

Cable Bus Down Amp ±8V



Gamma Ray Tool

In production logging, the gamma ray tool mainly functions to correct depth. 

The gamma ray tool may be used for other purposes in other applications: to assist lithologic

analysis, isotope logging in injection profiling, flow tracer logging etc. 

The gamma ray tool works by measuring the gamma rays that enters into the surroundings. 

The gamma sensor includes a sodium iodide scintillator and a photo multiplier tube. The tool is 

designed without any shielding so that the gamma rays that enters in any directions are 

received. 



Quartz Pressure/CCL (QPC)

The QPC integrates the quartz pressure sensor and the CCL coils to measure the well pressure and 

locate casing collars for depth.

Well pressure is an important parameter in production logging, and is used for multiple applications 

and analysis. Based on well pressure data, the engineer may determine the well stability, anticipate the 

reservoir pressure, calculate the fluid density, and conduct transient rate analysis to acquire critical 

reservoir parameters. 



Noise

The noise tool is designed to measure the noises produced from the well, 

and applicable measurable frequency ranges from 200Hz to 25kHz. The 

noises are produced by the fluids flowing in or behind the casing, and by 

analyzing which frequency spectrum the noises fall in, the leak point is 

located. 

The noise tool is applicable to oil, gas and water wells. When combined 

with temp and pressure tools, the noise tool may substantially enhance 

accuracy and success in locating leaks and channeling. 
Flow Profile Evaluation

Behind-pipe Channeling Location

Pipe Leak Location

Formation Matrix Determination



Density

The purpose of density measuring is to discriminate oil, gas and water in a well. In the physical 

principles, the current density measuring methods may include:  

Differential pressure – gradiomanometer

Gamma ray Compton Scattering – Radiation density tool

Density-related pressure gradient analysis – Quartz Pressure

Density&viscosity-related fluid vibration – tuning fork

Well-sun recommends the tuning fork for PL. Free from any radioactive source, the tuning fork 

poses no nuclear harm and threat to the operators or the environment. Compared with other 

non-radioactive tools, the tuning fork provides higher accuracy.



Water Hold-up/Temp/Flow (HTF)

The HTF is a combination tool which integrates the water holdup, temperature and the 

flowmeter electronics section. 

The water holdup measuring is achieved by a capacitor sensor. By measuring the flowing fluid’s 

dielectric constant between the two electrodes, the percentage of water contained in the fluid is 

known. 

The temp sensor is a platinum resistor, which is very sensitive to the variation in temp. 

To measure flow, the HTF must be connected with a flowmeter mechanical section below it.  

Well-sun provides a wide portfolio of flowmeters for users’ options. 



Flowmeters

The flow meters available from Well-sun to be combined with the HTF. 



Advantages of PLT plus Noise 

• Complete  PL Tools, 

including tuning fork and 

noise; 

• Different flowmeters options;

• Different Density Tools 

Options 

• Memory/ SRO compatible

• Market-proven

• May be customized



PL Logs



Noise Logs
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